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Local incidents spark sexual assault awareness
By BISHOP NASH

THE PARTHENON
Marshall
University
alerted staff and students via
mass email Monday that a
19-year-old student had been
reported sexually assaulted
off-campus on Saturday.
Since then, it was also reported that an 18-year-old
was sexually assaulted at an
apartment that same night
and the potential safety of
women has been brought to
the Marshall and Huntington communities’ attention.

Marshall University police officers, Sgt. Scott
Ballou, said it is possible for
women to enjoy an evening
without fear of being sexually assaulted, and it comes
with simple knowledge and
practices.
“Try to let somebody know
where you’re going. Know
where you are at all times
and try to avoid isolated areas,” Ballou said, “They just
need to use common sense.”
The incident involving the
Marshall student took place

early Saturday morning outside a bar at the 1500 block of
4 ½ Alley. The other incident
took place in the 300 block of
14th Street inside an apartment. Both cases reported
involved the women with
men they had met inside a
bar.
“If alcohol is involved,
then it can really skew your
ability to make good decisions,” Ballou said, “If
you have the ability to use
self-defense, alcohol can
prevent you from making

the proper verbal or physical technique.”
In addition to being with
MUPD, Ballou also instructs
the Rape Aggression Defense
Systems course at Marshall.
Instructors and assistants
teach students how to react
in compromising situations
and to physically defend
themselves should the need
arise.
“The best weapons that
most women have available
to them are on them 24/7 their voice, their hands and

feet, elbows and knees,” Ballou said, “That’s the best
weapons they have.”
Ballou advises that weapons such as spray and
handguns may not always be
the best options when choosing how to defend oneself,
and emphasizes quick-thinking over firepower.
“When
you’re
talking
about pepper spray, or even
handguns or Tasers, a lot of
women don’t have them out
ready to go. There’s no timeout,” Ballou said, “They

Presidential
candidates
battle in Ohio

Marshall
professors
to teach
abroad
By SUZANN AL-QAWASMI

THE PARTHENON
Seven Marshall University
professors will teach courses
abroad during summer of
2013 as Marshall’s study
abroad program partners
for the first time with the
Kentucky Institute for International Studies.
KIIS is a study abroad
organization that offers students the opportunity to
take courses in more than 20
countries all over the world.
It is a group of colleges and
universities in Kentucky, but
this year Marshall has become part of the program.
“All of the schools participating in KIIS study abroad
are universities in Kentucky, except for Marshall,”
Ryan Warner, study abroad
adviser, said. “The Office
of Study Abroad has been
looking to partner with a
program like KIIS for some
time now.”
KIIS is based at Western
Kentucky. Students who
participate in the program
will have their credits issued
from Western Kentucky University, which will transfer to
Marshall. Warner said that
Clark Egnor, director for the
Center for International Programs, found the program
and said he felt it would be
a great improvement for
the study abroad program
at Marshall. He said Egnor
conducted a presentation at
the KIIS board meeting in
fall 2011 to explain the benefits students at Marshall
would receive by participating in the program.
“The KIIS Board felt that
our large student body would
be a great addition to the
pool of students in the consortium and that the large
group of new faculty would
have a positive impact on
their academic programs,”
Warner said. “We feel that
we are not only offering our
students and faculty more
international
experiences
by being a member, but that

See TEACH ABROAD | Page 5

often don’t have time to use
their personal weapons.”
The mass email also advised students to travel in
numbers, have their cell
phone available, and alert
the authorities if they feel
threatened.
“Nobody expects to be
sexually assaulted,” Ballou
said, “You have to take precautionary measures at all
times.”
Bishop Nash can be contacted at nash24@marshall.
edu.

By SEEMA MEHTA
AND CHRISTI PARSONS

BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

Thomas Mann, co-author of “It’s Even Worse Than It Looks: How the American Constitutional System Collided with the New Policies of
the Extremism,” speaks at Marshall University’s Foundation Hall on Wednesday.

Political author speaks at Marshall
By JEREMY BROWN

THE PARTHENON
While much of the country is
pointing fingers in the political
arena, one author visiting Marshall
University called out politicians on
both sides of the fence.
Thomas Mann, co-author of “It’s
Even Worse Than It Looks: How the
American Constitutional System
Collided with the New Politics of
Extremism,” spoke on the influence of partisanship in Congress
Wednesday night.
“At a time in which we have
struggled to recover from the
worst financial and economic crisis
since the 1930’s ... we find that our

political system is utterly dysfunctional,” Mann said. “We are in a
position where the merging of campaigning and governing has turned
into a permanent war.”
Mann said there is a fundamental
problem in American politics today.
He noted the mismatch between
the nature of current political parties and the constitutional system
and how ideology hinders progress
in Congress. While he admits both
parties are responsible, he blames
the Republicans more than the
Democrats.
“The Republican Party is no
longer a conservative force in
our politics,” Mann said. “It is

ideologically extreme, scornful
of compromise and dismissive
of the legitimacy of its political
opposition.”
He cited a 2009 proposal, with a
number of Republican co-sponsors,
which set up a special deficit reduction committee. However, after
President Obama came out in support of the committee, seven of the
co-sponsors supported a filibuster
of the resolution.
Mann said he believes the coming
election will be a crossroads for the
Republicans if President Obama is
re-elected. He said it will be a time

See AUTHOR | Page 5

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
BEDFORDHEIGHTS,OhioPresident Barack Obama
and Mitt Romney hurled accusations
at
each
other over
their economic
visions
and trade
policy
as
they OBAMA
sprinted
across Ohio on Wednesday,
a reflection of the fierce
campaign
being
waged in
this battleground
state.
Days
before the
two men ROMNEY
meet for the
first presidential debate,
Romney criticized Obama
for failing to lead and said
that he will not be able to
paper over his record with
his oratorical skills.
“A lot of people can talk.
Talk is cheap,” Romney told
thousands of people gathered at a wire manufacturer
here. “You can be extraordinarily eloquent and describe

See OHIO | Page 5

West Virginia lawmakers set aside millions for future Beech Fork State Park lodge
THE PARTHENON
A lodge and convention center is expected
to come to an area state park that is a relaxation destination popular to Marshall
University students and people living in
the Tri-State.
West Virginia lawmakers have set aside
nearly $5.5 million in funding for a lodge
and convention center at Beech Fork State
Park in Wayne County.
The project is still in the planning stages,
but developers hope to build a 50-room lodge
and convention center similar to Stonewall
Jackson and Cannan Valley state parks.
Carol Damron, Wayne County Economic

Development Authority representative said
Wednesday the project is still in the planning stages and developers are working
with the Environmental Protection Agency.
Earlier this year the Army Corps of Engineers granted a permit for the facility to
be built on an inlet of Beech Fork Lake near
Lesage, Wayne County.
The lodge will be less than 15 miles
from Marshall’s Huntington campus and
is expected to bring $1.3 million to Wayne
County’s economy along with at least 20
jobs to the area.
The Parthenon can be contacted at parthenon@marshall.edu.
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An artist’s rendering of the future Beech Fork State Park lodge.
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POLICE BLOTTER
The following was compiled from Marshall
University Police Department reports.
By BISHOP NASH
THE PARTHENON

DRIVING DRUNK LEADS TO DUI OFFENSE
A Marshall University police cruiser was patrolling
Sunday when it was nearly struck by a white Hyundai in
the 600 block of 20th Street at 12:43 a.m. The officer was
able to stop the car at the 1900 block of Seventh Avenue,
and discovered that the driver showed signs of intoxication. The driver registered a .206 blood alcohol content
on the Breathalyzer and was arrested for first-offense
DUI.

BIKE REPORTED STOLEN, SUSPECT(S) AT LARGE

EVAN FOWLER | THE PARTHENON

Caleb Perdue, resident of Twin Towers West, swipes his Marshall University ID card to gain access into the residential facility.

MU residence halls enforce
24-hour locked building policy
By EVAN FOWLER

THE PARTHENON
Security policies for all residence
halls have changed this semester to reflect a new 24-hour lockdown policy to
ensure safety for students.
“We wanted to make the buildings more secure,” said Trey Baisden,
student security coordinator for the
Department of Housing and Residence
Life. “When looking at other universities who had been successful with these
types of changes it’s something we decided was important to try here and
make the change.”
Baisden said all residence halls are
now locked 24-hours a day instead of
being unlocked until evening hours. He
also said keys will only be checked after 6 p.m. instead of being checked all
day. He said that when focusing in on
what time frames they wanted to start

checking keys, the officials in HRL
agreed that after 6 p.m. was a time
where most problems with sneaking
into building started to occur. He said
changes have been considered for quite
some time and were finally put into
place this semester.
The changes in security policy have

been well accepted by students as well
as desk officials.
“ I like the new policy changes,” said
Walterene Lawrence, desk coordinator
for Twin Towers West. “We know that
anyone who swipes to get in belongs
here so we don’t have to worry about
it and anyone we buzz in the door we
make them show their keys so we know
that they belong.”
Lawrence said that returning students were a bit abrasive of the new
policy in the beginning but she hasn’t
heard many complaints as the semester
progresses. She said she believes that
it’s become part of their usual routine
so they don’t even notice anymore.
“At first I think we had a few students
who didn’t understand the changes, but
I think now they understand that the

See RESIDENCE HALLS | Page 5

On Wednesday, Sept. 19, a student reported that on
Tuesday, Sept. 11, his bicycle had been stolen from the
bike rack in front of Harris Hall. The Schwinn Sidewinder becomes the fourth report of a bike being stolen
on the night of Sept. 11, although it is not known if the
incidents are related. Marshall police are open to any
information regarding the incidents.

BREAKING LOCKS TO SOCCER GOAL
MUPD were notified on Wednesday morning, Sept. 19,
that the lock securing the soccer goal on the Marshall
Recreation Center Field had been cut and destroyed.
The incident occurred between midnight and 6 a.m. on
Wednesday. No suspects could be identified.

HIT AND RUN
Marshall police dispatch received a call on Monday at
1:57 p.m. that a vehicle had been struck and damaged.
The victim stated his vehicle was left unattended when
he noticed the rear driver side had been smashed. There
are currently no suspects in the case.

TAGGERS LEAVE THEIR MARK
On Thursday afternoon, Sept. 20, MUPD were notified
that someone had painted symbols on the men’s room
door at the Marshall Recreation Center. No suspects
could be identified.

Inaugural Hunger Bowl planned
for Gov. Tomblin’s Day to Serve
By ASHLEY KILLINGSWORTH

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MCT DIRECT

LEFT: Police will be taking soil core samples at this home in Roseville, Michigan, in search of the remains of missing Teamsters boss Jimmy Hoffa.
RIGHT: Hoffa poses for a portrait in this July 24, 1975, file photo.

Police to search for remains of Jimmy Hoffa under Detroit-area driveway
By DAVID ASHENFELTER, ELISHA
ANDERSON and GINA DAMRON

DETROIT FREE PRESS VIA MCT
DETROIT - Police will be taking soil core
samples at a home in the Detroit suburb of
Roseville on Friday in search of the remains
of missing Teamsters boss Jimmy Hoffa,
whose 1975 disappearance sparked one of
the 20th century’s biggest mysteries.
“We received information from an individual who saw something,” Roseville
Police Chief James Berlin told the Detroit
Free Press. “The information seemed
credible, so we decided to follow up on it.”
Berlin wouldn’t say who provided the
tip - one of hundreds authorities have
pursued in the years since Hoffa vanished from a restaurant parking lot in
Oakland County, Mich.
But he said the state’s Department
of Environmental Quality used ground

scanning radar last Friday to check out
a spot under the driveway and found
“an anomaly” that prompted authorities to make plans to return to the site
Friday to take a soil sample.
Berlin said it would be sent to a forensic anthropologist at Michigan State
University to check for human remains.
“We do not know if this is Jimmy,”
Berlin said.
The tipster told police Hoffa’s body
may have been buried under the driveway of the home in the 18700 block of
Florida, a residential neighborhood
northwest of 12 Mile and Gratiot.
Berlin said the informant “thought it
was Jimmy because the same time this
happened was the same time Jimmy
disappeared,” Berlin said.
Berlin said he planned to contact
the FBI, which has spearheaded the

three-decades-old murder investigation.
“We believe he saw something,” Berlin said of the informant. “Whatever he
saw was suspicious.”
Hoffa, 62, disappeared on the afternoon of July 30, 1975, from the parking
lot of what then was the Machus Red
Fox restaurant in Bloomfield Township.
He had gone there for a reconciliation meeting with Anthony “Tony Pro”
Provenzano, a mob-connected New Jersey Teamster official, and Anthony “Tony
Jack” Giacalone, a Detroit mafia captain.
The FBI theorized that Provenzano
and Giacalone had Hoffa killed to prevent him from regaining the Teamsters
presidency and ending the mob’s influence over the union and easy access to
Teamster pension funds.

See HOFFA | Page 5
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THE PARTHENON
The inaugural Hunger
Bowl takes place Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Buskirk Field at Marshall
University.
The event is a flag football tournament to benefit
the Huntington Area Food
Bank and promote Hunger
Action Month during Gov.
Earl Ray Tomblin’s Day to
Serve. The winning team
will be awarded the inaugural Hunger Bowl trophy and
a Marshall University prize
basket.
“They wanted to promote
the governor’s Day to Serve
as well as Hunger Action
Month in a way that could
get the entire university
involved,” Scott Frasure, director of development for the
Huntington Area Food Bank,
said. “So we got together and
came up with what we think
is a great way to raise food,
funds and awareness. We are
looking forward to the inaugural Hunger Bowl being
a successful event for Huntington Area Food Bank and
Marshall University.”
The event caps off a weeklong food drive at Marshall
University’s
Memorial
Student Center. Donation
barrels are in the student
center through Friday for
people who wish to donate
nonperishable foods.
The overall goal of the
event is to raise enough food
and monetary donations to
equal 1,200 meals. Students,
faculty and staff are encouraged to participate.
Elizabeth Sheets, student
program adviser for the

office of community engagement said other states are
joining in on Gov. Tomblin’s
West Virginia Day to Serve
on Saturday.
“Upon further research,
I discovered that Virginia,
Maryland and the District
of Columbia are also joining this day to serve, and they
are focusing their volunteer
efforts on supporting food
banks across their states and
the District of Columbia,”
Sheets said.
Governor Tomblin didn’t
give a specific area of service for West Virginia Day to
Serve, although he applauded
the West Virginia State Fair’s
successful food drive earlier
in the year.
Sheets said she saw the
event as a positive way for
students to give back.
“I just looked at it as a winwin,” Sheets said. “Marshall
students love to give back,
and the Huntington Area
Food Bank serves several
counties within our state.”
The event is being hosted
by the Huntington Area Food
Bank, Marshall University’s
Student Government Association, Offices of Community
Engagement, Service Learning, Student Activities and
Fraternity and Sorority Life.
Ashley Killingsworth can
be contacted at ashley.killingsworth@marshall.edu.
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FOOTBALL STANDINGS

EAST DIVISION
EAST CAROLINA
MARSHALL
UCF
UAB
MEMPHIS
SOUTHERN MISS

W
1
1
0
0
0
0

Overall
L
0
0
0
0
0
1

W
2
2
2
0
0
0

C-USA

			

L
2
2
1
3
4
3

TULSA
SMU
UTEP
HOUSTON
RICE
TULANE
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W
1
0
0
0
0
0

Overall
L
0
0
0
0
1
1

W
3
1
1
0
1
0

			
L
1
2
3
3
3
3

3
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Doc ready for tough Purdue defense Trio of Herd

freshmen revive
running game

By LAKE MOREHOUSE

THE PARTHENON
Marshall Head Coach Doc
Holliday gave his weekly
press conference on Tuesday. Coach Holliday touched
on subjects from the double
overtime thriller at Rice
last weekend, to this week’s
match-up with Purdue.
Purdue has a stereotypical
Big 10 based offense. A power
scheme that forces defenses
to stop the running game.
Holliday said he is aware
of the defensive struggles
for the Thundering Herd this
season and understands the
need for improvements.
“I’m not going to sit here
and tell you all I’m happy
with our defense because I’m
not,” Holliday said. “We have
to become more aggressive
and get better at tackling, we
just have to overall get better
on defense.”
Despite the disappointing
defensive performance at
Rice on Saturday, the Herd
offense displayed excellence
as usual, producing 54 points
and 593 yards of total offense.
Holliday said the lack of a
game day feel and heat made
for a tough road game at Rice.
“I don’t know if in all of
my years of coaching that
I’ve been in a tougher environment,” Holliday said.
“You walk in and there’s
200 people in the stands and
it’s 130 degrees on the field.
I was proud to come out of
there with a win.”
The Herd will head into a
crowd of 62,500 at Ross-Ade
Stadium on Saturday against
Purdue.
Opponents are averaging
14 points against Purdue’s
defense, ranking them 19th
in the nation. The Boilermakers are 2-1 on the
season with wins over Eastern Michigan and Eastern
Kentucky. Their loss came to

By WILL VANCE

BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

Doc Holliday, Marshall University’s head football coach, looks on during the Thundering Herd’s game against
the Ohio Bobcats on Sept. 15. Holliday is in his third season as the head coach of the Herd.
Notre Dame, which they lost
by three points.
Holliday said he plans
to spread the ball out and
quickly against the big Purdue defense.
“Their
defense
really
stands out, we’ve got to get
the ball in our playmakers’

hands,”
Holliday
said.
“Hopefully we can get them
on their heels with our uptempo offense.”
Holliday said the Purdue
game has a similar feel to a
match up the Herd faced last
season.
“We’re basically in the

same situation as we were in
last year when we went into
Louisville and won,” Holliday said.
The Herd kicks off at Purdue on Saturday at 3:15 p.m.
Lake Morehouse can be
contacted at morehouse1@
marshall.edu.

THE PARTHENON
There is a youth movement that has taken effect
in the Herd’s backfield.
Last week against the Rice
Owls the freshmen trio
of Stewart Butler, Kevin
Grooms and Remi Watson
combined for 353 yards
rushing and six touchdowns in the Herd’s 54-51
double-overtime win over
the Rice Owls. This is after Marshall managed only
59 yards on the ground in
a home loss to the Ohio
Bobcats.
“At first they were a little timid” said offensive
lineman and captain John
Bruhin. “Once they got the
ball rolling and they got
comfortable with the game;
they really stepped up and
started hitting the holes
hard.”
Butler led the way with
166 yards on 18 carries and
a touchdown. The yardage was the most for a
Herd runner since Darius
Marshall in 2009. Grooms
rushed for 103 yards and
three rushing touchdowns
along with a five yard
touchdown catch from Rakeem Cato. Watson, who
was making his first career start, rounded out
the rushing attack with 84
yards and a pair of scores.
Marshall
quarterback Rakeem Cato, who
completed 28 of 39 pass

“They really stepped
up and started hitting
the holes hard.”
> JOHN BRUHIN
attempts for 259 yards and
two touchdowns, said the
rejuvenated running game
takes pressure off of him
and the passing game.
“Going into any game
knowing the offense can
throw the ball and run the
ball, that’s scary” said
Cato, the nations leading
passer. “Early this week I
told them you all have got
to step up and start making
plays for the offense. They
stepped up to the plate and
made it happen.”
The Herd’s powerful
offense was needed to overcome a bad outing by the
defense, which gave up 647
yards of total offense to the
Owls.
The Owls porous defense maintained the 119th
rank in rushing defense in
the NCAA, one yard out of
last place in the 120 team
organizations. Marshall’s
next opponent, the Purdue
Boilermakers, is a much
stouter team against the
run. The Boilermakers
are giving up a shade over
110 yards a game on the
ground, good for the 25th
rank in the nation.
Will Vance can be contacted
at
vance162@
marshall.edu.

Melky Cabrera withdrawing from batting race
By LARRY STONE

THE SEATTLE TIMES (MCT)
SEATTLE - On the surface, the decision
that disqualifies Melky Cabrera from the
National League batting title seems like
a stroke of wisdom, a win-win.
Cabrera, who initiated the ruling,
gets to make a selfless gesture that
may help restore some of his lost honor
and dignity. And MLB gets to avoid the
embarrassment of watching someone
suspended for performance-enhancing
drugs take one of the most prestigious
honors in the game.
But, of course, it’s not that simple. It
never is.
The feeling I have is not out of outrage
or righteous indignation. But it’s just
troubling. I wouldn’t have done it, and I
don’t think Bud Selig or Michael Weiner
should have signed off on it, either.
What they’re trying to do is change

reality - basically, sweep an unpleasant incident under the rug. And while it
hardly hurts anybody’s sensibilities to see
the batting title go to someone besides
Cabrera, it’s the first step on a slippery
slope that I think baseball should avoid.
Heck, even Selig realizes that. Just
two days earlier, while taping an episode of “Center Stage” on the YES
Network, Selig told host Michael Kay
(as reported in The New York Times)
that he didn’t favor making any changes
in the batting-title rules because of the
Cabrera situation.
“You can’t change records,” Selig
said, “because once you get into that, it
would never stop. It would create more
problems than it would solve.”
Selig (correctly) followed that instinct
when he refused to retroactively award a
perfect game to Detroit’s Armando Galaraga in 2010 despite a blatantly wrong call

on what would have been the game’s final
out. Selig realized that had he done so, every blown call would become fair game
for some revisionist history, and he wisely
didn’t go down that road.
Friday’s agreement between MLB
and union was to suspend that provision - for this year only - for a player
who “served a drug suspension for violating the Joint Drug Program.”
Pretty clever, but one thought jumps
to mind. What if Cabrera had somehow
managed to come up with one more
plate appearance before his positive
test? Would MLB have let his batting
title stand? As many have pointed out,
the batting championship is not an
award, it’s a statistic. Yes, you could say
Cabrera benefited from his suspension
by having his average frozen in time, but
the same thing would have happened if
he broke his leg.

Discontent with refs Browns vs. Ravens
By TOM ROCK

NEWSDAY (MCT)
Like a nation of replacement referees nervously
reviewing a play under the
hood, the NFL’s fans and
participants were looking
carefully for signs of an end
to the lockout between the
league and its officials on
Wednesday. The final determination as of Wednesday
night: inconclusive evidence.
Although progress reportedly was being made in
negotiations that began Tuesday, no deal was finalized.
Talks resumed mere
hours after replacements
seemingly bungled the final call in Monday night’s

Packers-Seahawks game.
The decision set off a public
outrage the likes of which
have not been felt since umpire Jim Joyce’s erroneous
ruling robbed the Tigers’
Armando Galarraga of a
perfect game in 2010.
“Having done this before,
everyone needs to wait until
the ink is dry,” said NFLPA
executive director DeMaurice Smith, who wrote on
Twitter on Wednesday afternoon when a deal seemed
imminent. Smith negotiated an end to the players’
lockout last summer.
The NFL declined to
comment that a deal was
imminent.

By JOHN BOELL

NEWSDAY (MCT)
When I typed the phrase
“replacement refs” into
Google on Wednesday afternoon, I found 142 million
results, which took just 0.16
seconds (which has to be
some kind of time record).
Speaking of record, those
replacement refs hurt my
overall record and cost me
a win: I had the Packers giving 3 on Monday night. Even
more costly, Green Bay is
now 1-2 instead of 2-1.
So as we enter Week 4, I
need to continue my personal
march toward respectability
and the .500 mark.
I’m trying to find some

page designed and edited by JEREMY JOHNSON | johnson783@marshall.edu

value in taking the Browns
getting 13 points in Thursday
night’s Art Modell Bowl.
Although
the
Browns
haven’t beaten the Ravens
since Nov. 18, 2007 _ the game
happened to be in Baltimore
_ the Ravens are 0-5 against
the spread in their last five
games as a home favorite of
10 { points or greater.
But I’m fading that trend.
The Ravens’ defense led by
LB Ray Lewis (31 INTs) and
S Ed Reed (59 INTs) will
be too much for Cleveland
QB Brandon Weeden (six
INTs, three TDs, 60.7 QB
rating) and RB Trent Richardson (3.5 yards per carry)
to overcome.

BRAD HELTON | HERDZONE

Freshman running back Kevin Grooms carries the ball against the
Rice Owls on Saturday. Grooms finished the game with 103 yards on
12 carries and recorded three touchdowns.
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

Which social network do you
prefer?

The following are the results from the most recent poll
question: What new television show are you looking forward to the
most?

n Facebook
n Twitter
n Tumblr
n MySpace

n The Last Resort
n Elementary
n The Mindy Project
n Revolution
n Other

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

15% - 4 votes
22% - 6 votes
0% - 0 votes
22% - 6 votes
41% 11 votes

Visit marshallparthenon.com to share your opinion.

TYLER KES

CONTACT US
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Editorial

MySpace: Don’t call it a comeback
A few years ago, Justin Timberlake brought sexy back. His
latest venture: bringing MySpace back.
MySpace may be a little harder to sell than “sexy,” but if
anyone can do it, it’s probably Timberlake. Timberlake and
investors, Tim and Chris Vanderhook purchased the struggling social network about a year ago.
Remember when MySpace was actually cool? It was once
an Internet phenomenon. At its peak, MySpace not only
ruled social networking sites, but also surpassed Google as
the most visited site in the United States in 2006.
If we didn’t know any better, we might be surprised to
hear that MySpace took a steep fall from glory. Folks like all
of us knowingly turned our backs on MySpace and ran into
the arms of Facebook and Twitter. Nonetheless, it is worth

sharing that when News Corp. purchased MySpace in July
2005, they paid a whopping $580 million. In a six-year span,
the value of the site plummeted to $35 million. Cue: Timberlake and his merry men.
The new owners are making a valiant effort to breath new
life into the site. They plan to debut a brand new MySpace,
borrowing elements of other familiar social networks while
maintaining its own unique flair. The site will also have a
strong focus on music and up-and-coming talent, and will
seek to unite artists and fans.
Will MySpace ever reach its former glory? Probably not.
But it will be interesting to see what Timberlake has up his
sleeve. If it is a failure, we might have to all say, “Bye, Bye,
Bye” once more to the former social networking giant.

Column

Congress can help
struggling states

By PETER GOLDMARK

NEWSDAY VIA MCT
In this wild presidential campaign there is a fair amount
of speechifying about the fiscal condition of the ship of
state. The speeches are aimed at the most visible part _
the national budget and government, or what we might
call the grand upper decks of the ship.
But below the waterline there is much worse trouble
brewing, and few are talking about it. On the lower decks,
where the other parts of the enterprise that we call state
and local government are located, the ship is taking on
water.
State and local governments deliver most of our vital
services and employ 19 million people, or about 15 percent of all those employed in this country. Which makes
sense when you realize that this is where the teachers and
police officers are.
There are three simultaneous adverse pressures at
work:
The first is jobs. State and local governments nationwide have laid off 700,000 workers since April 2009. And
many are planning to lay off more.
Second, state and local governments face a budget
squeeze. Revenues are stagnant or declining, and so is
post-stimulus federal aid.
Third, the cost of pensions and other benefit plans are
skyrocketing all over the country. And many states and
localities, faced with declining revenues, are evading their
obligations to these plans with gimmicks that will only
dig a deeper hole later. Others are having to make drastic
cuts.
There are local signs of this all around us. Suffolk
County, N.Y., borrowed $85 million in revenue anticipation notes this year _ cash flow problems, we were told.
In Chicago, one of the issues in the school strike was
that the teachers pension system is just a few years away
from running out of money, because the city hasn’t been
making appropriations to the fund.
And in New York City, Mayor Michael Bloomberg has
directed city agencies to cut their budgets 10 percent below the level authorized at the beginning of the fiscal year,
because revenues aren’t coming in as planned.
To no one’s surprise, the banks are taking steps to make
sure that they don’t get caught having to share the pain
they way they did in the 1970s New York City fiscal crisis.
Some banks are saying to municipal governments that
want to borrow that they’ll only lend if their state enacts
a law forbidding cities to file for bankruptcy. That’s because in a bankruptcy proceeding, financial creditors can
be forced to take a hit along with employees and other
stakeholders. But under federal bankruptcy law, a municipality can declare bankruptcy only if state law permits
it.
So far the feds have been no help in this growing mess.
Most lawmakers in Congress readily admit that impact
on state and local governments is not a subject they give
much thought during their furious and highly ideological
budget battles.

Column

In Somalia, war on journalists
By ABDI IBRAHIM

VIA MCT
It was a Thursday afternoon
in
Mogadishu,
Somalia’s capital, when I
decided to head to the popular new restaurant known as
The Village, opposite the National Theater. That decision
almost ended my life.
The restaurant, built recently by a returning Somali
diaspora businessman, had
become a symbol of Mogadishu’s newfound hope after
years of civil war. It was a
place where journalists, activists and reform-minded
politicians gathered to talk
about the issues facing our
rebuilding nation.
I found my journalist colleagues sitting there _ about
10 of them, mostly young
men like myself, scraping out
a living in perhaps the most
dangerous job in the world.
I greeted them, we drank
some tea, and we talked
about the challenges facing Somalia’s newly elected
government, and about our
hopes for a new peaceful era.
I did not stay at the restaurant very long. Around
5:30 p.m., I excused myself,
telling my colleagues it was
getting late and I needed to
head home. In Mogadishu,
it is best not to travel after dark. As I left them, the
sunlight fading, I remember
them still sitting there, chatting away.
That memory will haunt
me forever. Twenty minutes
later, as I was still moving
across the city, I received
a phone call from a politician. He told me I had barely
escaped catastrophe. Two

suicide bombers had walked
up to the open-air restaurant and blown themselves
up. Some of my colleagues
were dead, I was told, and
several others wounded. I
sat stunned, unable to even
speak to my friend driving
the car.
My friends Liban Ali Nor,
news director at Somali National TV; Abdisatar Dahir
Sabriye, producer at Somali
National TV, and Abdirahman Yasin Ali, the director
of Voice of Democracy _ who
I’d been laughing together
with just minutes earlier _
were now dead. Six other
journalists
were
badly
wounded. The table we’d all
sat at was in the middle of
the blasts.
Moments
of
friendship and happiness now
tore through my mind, as I
choked with bitterness and
sorrow. I thought back to
2010, when Liban Ali Nor
and I lived together inside
Mogadishu’s Bakara market,
which was then controlled
by the Islamist rebel group
al-Shabab. Al-Shabab frequently punished or killed
journalists they did not like.
We somehow survived those
dangerous days _ and now
this?
I spoke to my friend Yusuf
Keynan, who barely survived
the attack. He struggled
to tell me what happened.
There were three explosions,
he sputtered. Two suicide
bombers, followed by another blast.
Although 11 others died in
the attack, my colleagues are
convinced that we journalists were the targets. They
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say that the three journalists
were immediately gunned
down by the armed attackers
as they got out of the car, before blowing themselves up
on the spot.
If true, this is the first time
suicide attackers specifically
targeted journalists, and it
could mean our lives just got
even more dangerous, and
our futures more uncertain.
The next day, another
colleague,
Hassan Yusuf
Absuge, was shot in the head
three times by armed assailants in the Mogadishu
streets. Altogether, 10 Somali
journalists have been assassinated this year. That does
not count the others who
have died incidentally in the
line of fire.
Worse, we aren’t even
sure who is killing us. Nobody has ever been arrested
or detained in relation to
my colleagues’ killings. We
aren’t even sure who is so
determined to snuff out
our voices. Some suspect
al-Shabab is behind the killings. But al-Shabab is much
weaker in Mogadishu than it
used to be, and yet the assassinations keep growing.
My brain keeps flashing
back to those last minutes
at The Village, where I was
spared death or injury by
just minutes. There, I see
the faces of my colleagues,
whom I will never see again
in this world. They were
young men with bright futures, but their lives were
ended by people against the
peace and development of
our country.
Working in Mogadishu as
a journalist, we’ve become

accustomed
to
threats
against our lives, and even
the occasional death of our
colleagues. In choosing this
career path, we accept these
risks. But to be targeted by a
suicide attack is something
else entirely. We are not
politicians, or diplomats.
We do not have body guards
or armored cars. All we can
do now is try to minimize
our movements even further, and keep watching our
backs.
When I finished university,
I received several job offers
from local organizations in
Mogadishu, most supported
by the foreign aid pouring
into our country. I rejected
those opportunities in order
to be a journalist.
My friends in university
who graduated with me in
my social science studies are
now calling me repeatedly,
requesting I stop this dangerous work. My family also
has forbidden me to work for
the local media, where I am
most likely to make enemies
_ so I work only with English-language international
media.
Why do I continue at all? I
have high aspirations. I want
to write more about Africa,
to explore in-depth Somali
society, culture and politics.
Someday, I will be an author.
This, I believe, is my contribution to the rebuilding of
my country and our society.
As for the danger I face every day: I believe that every
person passes on at his own
time. Until then, I, and the
Somali people, can only continue to strive for our dreams
of a better future.
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U.N.’s focus on Middle East eclipses other global issues

Residence halls

By HANNAH ALLAM

policy works in their favor and
it’s really just for their own
protection,” Lawrence said.
Although some students
favor the new policy, there
are also students who think
more needs to be accomplished to consider the
security changes a success.
“While it may be chaotic
and inconvenient to show
keys every time you enter the
building, it needs to be done,”
said Taj Robinson, resident
of Twin Towers West.
Robinson, a junior political science major said
he thinks keys need to be
checked as well as the doors
being locked to ensure
proper safety measures are
being taken for residents.
“We need to focus on why
we have front desk security
in the first place and that’s to
keep us safe,” Robinson said.
“If we are opening holes
to where people can get in
easier, we are undermining
their original duties. It’s asinine to believe the buildings
are more secure just because
the doors are locked.”
Robinson said there could
also be issues with substitute
desk workers or student security who may not be as familiar
with people who live in a building. He said just because they
can access the locks for the entrance doors does not ensure
safety inside of the building
before the time frame that
keys are checked.
Evan Fowler can be
contacted at fowler68@marshall.edu.

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS (MCT)
NEW YORK - Casual observers of
this week’s U.N. General Assembly
could be forgiven for thinking that
the Middle East was the only region
of concern for world leaders.
The civil war in Syria, Israeli-led
anxiety over Iran’s nuclear program
and anti-American riots in Arab
countries are dominating this 67th
gathering of heads of state, overshadowing other pressing issues of
global importance, say analysts and
visiting delegates.
Even when raised by leaders as
prominent as President Barack
Obama, problems such as human
trafficking, climate change or the
global financial crisis have barely
registered this week. While the
General Assembly’s official agenda
listed more than 160 topics, delegates struggled for an audience

if they dared to broach issues not
rooted in the perennially troubled
Middle East.
“Are there some?” James Paul, the
director of the Global Policy Forum,
asked with mock incredulity.
Paul, whose organization monitors policymaking at the United
Nations, said he’d heard scant
mention of the U.S. government’s
trillion-dollar deficit, the euro crisis
or the sense that the world economy was “on the edge.” At most,
he said, non-Middle East issues
arise in sideline meetings, and even
then are couched in jargon about
“multi-stakeholders’ dialogue” and
“pro-poor policies.”
“The most important things
are not coming up here, and that’s
what’s disappointing,” Paul said.
Seemingly every bland comment about Syria has become news,
but there was little buzz when the

United Kingdom pledged more than
$1.5 million to combat sexual violence in conflict zones.
Or when the Pakistanis announced that the heroin trade had
increased by 3,000 percent and was
fueling deadly terrorist groups.
Or when the Senegalese sounded
alarms over the fact that heavily
armed Islamist militant groups now
occupy two-thirds of Mali, “sowing
despair among the population and
destroying symbols of World Cultural Heritage.”
The continent of Africa, whose
problems take up an estimated 70
percent of the U.N. Security Council’s agenda, appears downright
neglected when compared with the
attention lavished on the Middle
East this week. The crisis in Mali,
for example, shares some common
features with Syria _ jihadist haven, refugee exodus _ but the United

Nations so far hasn’t named a special envoy, which would propel that
conflict to more prominence.
Syria, meanwhile, is on its second
high-profile envoy in 18 months.
“Syria is so visible. It’s a real civil
war and you have Syrian opposition
documenting it and sending it out,”
said Tiffany Lynch, senior Africa
policy analyst at the U.S. Commission on International Religious
Freedom, a bipartisan watchdog
commission that makes policy
recommendations to the U.S. government. “There’s really a lack of
press coverage on Mali.”
“What happens in Africa doesn’t
get much attention,” she added.
African delegates were diplomatic about the U.N.’s focus on
their northern neighbors but concerned that there wasn’t enough
action to help African countries get
on track to meet their Millennium

Author

Continued from Page 1
for the party to either continue,
with renewed vigor, on its current
course, or to return to a more mainstream platform with a renewed
commitment to bi-partisan problem solving.
“Our system is not perfect,” he
stressed. “We have discovered that
in the past and done something
about it. It’s time to do something
again.”
Mann visited Marshall as the first
of three speakers in the fall 2012
semester’s Amicus Curiae Lecture
Series on Constitutional Democracy. The series is sponsored by the
Simon Perry Center for Constitutional Democracy.
“The lecture series brings people
in from around the country to talk
about issues of importance constitutionally and politically,” Professor
Patricia Proctor of the Simon Perry
Center said. “People are interested
and it’s gone very well so far.”
David Pittenger, dean of the College of Liberal Arts, which also
sponsors the series said he was very
pleased with the overall turnout of
the lecture.
The lecture series continues
next month when Daniel Feller
visits Marshall to appraise the presidential election of 1824 and apply
lessons learned to the current political environment.
The series, now in its second
year is free and open to the public
through funding from the West Virginia Humanities Council.
Jeremy Brown can be contacted
at brown654@marshall.edu.

Teach abroad

Continued from Page 1
KIIS gained a committed
academic institution when
they voted Marshall into
their consortium.”
Marshall will have a KIIS
study abroad fair from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. on Oct. 5 in the
Shawkey Dining Room for
students interested in receiving more information about
the program and for professors who are interested
in teaching abroad during
summer 2014. All professors

Ohio

Continued from Page 1
all the wonderful things you
can do, but when you cut
through the words you can
look at the record, and when
you can see policies that have
not created the jobs America
needs, then you know it’s
time to choose a new leader,
get a new coach, get America
growing again.”
If elected, Romney pledged
to crack down on China for
unfair trade practices that
have led American manufacturers to shut down factories
and lay off workers.
“That is why one thing
I will do from Day One is
label China a currency manipulator,” he said, a step
that would trigger fresh negotiations and possibly U.S.

Continued from Page 2

Hoffa

Continued from Page 2

BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

Thomas Mann, co-author of “It’s Even Worse Than It Looks: How the American Constitutional System Collided with the New Policies of
the Extremism,” signs copies of his book in Marshall University’s Foundation Hall on Wednesday.

who will be teaching through
KIIS will be in attendance.
Wendell Dobbs, music professor at Marshall, will be
teaching two general education music courses in Paris
during summer 2013. Dobbs
said he based his classes
around famous sites in
France. He said his students
will study Hector Berlioz’s
Symphonie Fantastique, so
he will take them to visit the
observatory where the symphony premiered. He said his
students will also read “The
Phantom of the Opera,”

so they will take a trip to
the Palais Garnier, which is
where the novel takes place.
“I think learning in a different country will help give
students a much better understanding of the course
material that they would not
necessarily receive in a classroom here,” Dobbs said.
“Students read about all
these things in the history of
music, but if they can go and
see where the history was
made, it really makes the experience more meaningful.”
Additional
Marshall

professors teaching abroad
include: Mary Beth Beller
in Turkey, Shawn Schulenberg in Chile, Mark Zanter
in Austria, Ian Hagarty in
Italy, Viatcheslav Gratchev
in Spain and Dallas Brozik in
Canada.
The deadline to apply for
a KIIS 2013 study abroad
program is Feb. 15, 2013.
Students who apply by Jan.
21, 2013 will save $100 on the
overall program price.
Suzann Al-Qawasmi can be
contacted at alqawasmi2@
marshall.edu.

sanctions, but might also set
off a trade war.
He made the comment
while holding a business
roundtable at a firm that
benefited from actions the
Obama
administration’s
Commerce
Department
took against China firms in
a trade case, CNN reported.
Obama, speaking to thousands of college students in
Bowling Green, said Romney’s former investment
firm invested in Chinese
companies and that the former Massachusetts governor
has profited at the expense
of American jobs.
“He’s been talking tough
on China. He says he’s going
to take the fight to them,”
Obama said. “When you
hear this newfound outrage
... it feels a lot like that fox

saying, ‘We need more secure chicken coops.’ I mean,
it’s not just credible.”
Obama argued that he has
brought more such trade
cases in one term than the
previous administration did
in two. The president last
week also filed a complaint
with the World Trade Organization accusing China of
illegally subsidizing exports
of automobile parts.
The two candidates have
sparred over China and
trade for weeks, part of an
effort to woo working-class
voters in the Rust Belt. The
region has seen thousands of
manufacturing jobs move to
China, where companies often benefit from government
subsidies, export incentives
and artificially low currency.
Ohio
is
critical
for

Romney’s bid _ no GOP
nominee has won the White
House without winning the
state. But polling shows that
Ohioans are increasingly
breaking for Obama, including a CBS/New York Times/
Quinnipiac poll released
Wednesday that showed the
president up by 10 points.
The Romney campaign says
its internal polling shows a
closer race.
Romney started Wednesday with a morning rally
in a suburb of Columbus,
a region that supported
Obama in 2008 and President George W. Bush in 2004,
and then held the business
roundtable in a Cleveland
suburb before an evening
rally in Toledo. Obama
courted young voters at two
college campuses.
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Hoffa had run the union
from 1957-71.
At the time of his disappearance, Hoffa had served nearly
five years of an 8- to 13-year
prison sentence for fraud,
conspiracy and jury tampering. Then-President Richard
Nixon had commuted Hoffa’s
sentence in late 1971 on condition that he stay out of union
activities until 1980. Hoffa
was in the process of challenging the condition.
Despite
thousands
of
tips, authorities never found
Hoffa’s body, and no one
has been charged in his
disappearance.
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Students prepare to ‘rock on’ with Huntington Music & Arts festival
By JO TROLLER

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University students get ready for the 3rd
Annual Huntington Music &
Arts Festival with its kick-off
and announcement of bands
Thursday.
The bands for this year’s
festival include: The Demon
Beat, Bill Fox, AC30, Blue
Ring, The Carpenter Ants,
Coyotes in Boxes, Deadbeats
& Barkers, Fletcher’s Grove,
The Heptanes, John Lancaster,
Qiet, Rozwell Kid, Sasha Colette & The Magnolias and Sly
Roosevelt.
Several acoustic artists
include: Adam Benz, Grim
Charles, The Disappearing
Man, Jordan Andrew Jefferson, Cody Lynch, The
Modock
Rounders,
Nick
Shelton, Mark Smith, Chris
Strathman, Richie Tipton
and Erik Woods.
Anastasia Artayet, junior
Spanish major, said she had
attended the festival every
year prior and that it had been
worthwhile.
“It is breathtaking and inspiring to be able to have so many
amazing people join together
to create this festival,” Artayet
said.
The festival focuses on
showcasing regional artists

and bands while giving the
audience a variety of different
artists.
“The festival gives us the
opportunity to sample many
genres in one event,” Artayet
said. “It encourages people
to branch out and experience
something they may not have
liked in the past.”
Casey Fitzwater, junior
music education major, said
he has heard good things
about the festival and hopes
his first experience is a positive one.
“It is a birthday present to
myself,” Fitzwater said. “I
haven’t gone before, but I have
heard a lot of people talking
about it and hope it is a worthwhile gift.”
Fitzwater said as a music
education major he knew several of the performers in the
lineup and is ready to see them
in action.

“A lot of these guys have
been in my classes and it is
cool to see how they have developed in our program,”
Fitzwater said. “I knew they
were good before, but it will
be cool to see them playing
their own music.”
Artayet said last year’s
festival attendance topped
the first year and said this
was due to there being more
artists.
“Last years festival was
the epitome of community,”
Artayet said. “Attendance
numbers
had
doubled,
there were more artists and
musicians than the year before, and people came to
help the fundraising efforts
for a friend of the music
community.”
Artayet said with the larger
line-up this year and the extra
preview performances she expects it to be another vibrant
year.
The festival kicks off Thursday
with a performance at the V-Club
at 9 p.m., the next performance
will be Friday at Black Sheep
Burrito and Brews at 9 p.m., and
the main event will begin on Saturday at noon. More information
about ticket prices is available at
hmafestival.com.
Jo Troller can be contacted at
troller@marshall.edu.

Broadway’s got an indie-minded movement
By Linda Winer

NEWSDAY (MCT)
NEW YORK - Remember when
theater news was a real helicopter landing on the stage of “Miss
Saigon”?
Remember when masses of
hearts thumped faster when actors
dressed up as cats got propelled
heavenward on a smoky platform?
Remember when a Broadway musical meant singers and dancers
on roller skates buzzing scary-fast
around the audience in “Starlight
Express,” when French revolutionaries were spinning on, wow,
computerized turntables in “Les
Miserables” and when a falling
chandelier was...
Oh, right. The chandelier in
“The Phantom of the Opera” is
still very much a part of Broadway,
packing in theatergoers steadily
since 1988. But the show is the only
holdover from the ‘80s, when the
British mega-musical ruled the
commercial theater. Putting aside
for a moment an anomalous, oldfashioned little throwback called
“Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark,”
it seems that Broadway’s appetite
for big-budget, humongous spectacles has been replaced by intimate,
much less costly musicals with
offbeat subjects, multicultural /
multigenerational appeal and an
almost indie-film vibe.
Is this a culture story or a business story, a report on a change of
taste or what the money guys call a
market adjustment?
The drastic shift in Broadway fashion has been evolving most of the
past decade. The tiny “Avenue Q”
beat the massive hit “Wicked” for the
best musical Tony in 2005, and the
dark-rock groundbreaker “Spring
Awakening” won over Disney’s
“Mary Poppins” two years later. In
2009, a lavishly down-the-middle
$25-million adaptation of “Shrek” _
which, 10 years earlier, would have
been a sure thing for the big-ticket
family market _ ran little more than
a year and lost a lot.
Impressively, according to Broadway figures for the last two weeks,
“The Book of Mormon,” in a small
theater and capitalized at around
$9 million, grossed more than “The

Lion King” (said to cost $20 million back in 1998), “Wicked” ($14
million) and “Spider-Man” (at
least $70 million). This was the
first time the wildly irreverent
hit beat the mainstream monsters, but still ...
The depth of the sea
change hit me again earlier this month, when
“Rebecca,” which was to
begin previews Oct. 30,
was postponed the day
before rehearsals were to
begin. Here is a lavish,
$12-million musical with
a Gothic romantic-mystery plot that, at least
in theory, once would
have been a natural for
big-event Broadway.
But $4.5 million fell
out when a major
European investor
died and the production was postponed
for two weeks,
with the specter
of
cancellation.
Ben Sprecher, a
lead producer who
has been trying to get funding for
an American or British production of the Viennese hit since at
least 2009, was overseas, trying to
get the man’s estate to release the
money and not available to be interviewed. The show originally was
scheduled to open last spring, but
was delayed because the producers
could not raise the money.
Just consider this past season.
“Once,” the peculiar and enchanting little musical that virtually
swept the Tonys, was capitalized
around $5 million. And look at
Disney, which set a standard for
imaginative spectacle with “The
Lion King” and delivered the less
awesome but still professional
“Mary Poppins” in 2007. It spent
much of the first decade of the century struggling with such would-be
epics as “Aida,” “Tarzan” and “The
Little Mermaid.” Now the Disney
brand has an atypical hit in “Newsies,” which reportedly cost around
$5 million. (Disney executives were
not available to comment.)
Disney is even less conventionally

invested
in “Peter and the
Starcatcher,” the story-theater
play (with music) that hardly has
any scenery at all. The actors create the visuals out of props and
their own bodies.
“It was very clear that this is not
what people expect from Disney,”
says Nancy Gibbs, one of the lead
producers on “Peter,” which is
based on a Disney children’s book.
“They invested in three different
incarnations of the show,” she told
me. “We raised $4 million and don’t
actually know what they invested,
but our arrangement doesn’t work
in a standard way. They come to
meetings with us and give us advice like big brothers. But we are
more like indie producers.”
Gibbs, a first-time Broadway
producer who has been general
manager on such big shows as
“Wicked” and such kicky smallscale adventures as “The 25th
Annual Putnam County Spelling
Bee” (2005), believes both taste and
economics have changed the scene.

Her
reasoning begins with the
shriveling of commercial OffBroadway, where such a small
show as the original “Little Shop
of Horrors,” for which she was
general manager, could happily
run for years. “Now the only place
to go is Broadway,” she says, both
appreciating the possibilities
and lamenting the loss. “It’s an
economic problem. A show that
would have stayed Off-Broadway
30years ago has nowhere else to
go.”
On the big plus side, she adds,
“we have broadened the tastes of
Broadway.” And a Broadway run
has a “huge impact” on the afterlife
of a show on the road, in regional
theaters and schools. “The Broadway brand makes a huge difference
in a play’s future.”
But in the Andrew Lloyd Webber-dominated ‘80s, there were so
few talented composers and book
writers that spectacle stepped
into the void. “The ‘80s were very
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debilitating to the industry,” says
Gibbs. “It was a time when only the
British were believed to be able to
make musicals, the great American
art form.”
Things weren’t much better
in the ‘90s, especially for Lloyd
Webber. In 1995, his heavyfooted “Sunset Boulevard”
tried to be a hit on the basis
of an enormous hydraulic
staircase and moving scenery. It was also the decade
of Frank Wildhorn, the
American
vanilla-pudding
potboiler-pop
composer whose “Jekyll
& Hyde,” “The Scarlet
Pimpernel” and “The
Civil War” seem to
appeal
to
people
who found Lloyd
Webber too hard.
(“Jekyll & Hyde,”
which ar rived on
Broadway in 1997
after a national
tour that built
it into a cult
phenomenon, is on
another tour now with Broadway intentions.)
As the American theater began
investing in young musical talent,
however, kids were encouraged to
want to become their own kind
of Richard Rodgers instead of
Bo Diddley. Broadway also has
opened up to genuine rock music,
not ersatz pop. Now not as many
lazy producers can justify their
jukebox musicals by claiming nobody is writing new shows worth
seeing.
On the other hand, real estate
and long runs could explain as
much as economics and trendspotting. According to Adrian
Bryan-Brown, veteran press
agent for many of the major
Broadway shows, endlessly long
runs of the old mega-musicals
tie up the few theaters large
enough to support the expense.
“Big, big musicals require big,
big space,” he says, adding, “A
big musical can’t afford to play
in a smaller theater, and the
mega-ones haven’t gone away.
‘Wicked’ ain’t moving.”

